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Japan argues that, the name Sea of Japan has been and should be used because the marginal sea is
separated from the Pacific Ocean by the Japanese Archipelago. Korea argues that the adjective "East"
describes its geographical position east of the Asian continent, although it is west of Japan and south of
Russia.
Sea of Japan naming dispute - Wikipedia
The Sea of Japan (see below for other names) is a marginal sea between the Japanese archipelago,
Sakhalin, the Korean Peninsula and Russia.The Japanese archipelago separates the sea from the Pacific
Ocean.It is bordered by Japan, Korea (North and South) and Russia.Like the Mediterranean Sea, it has
almost no tides due to its nearly complete enclosure from the Pacific Ocean.
Sea of Japan - Wikipedia
FUN FACTS Longest recorded dive : 7 min. Deepest recorded dive : 318 ft. CONSERVATION Crude oil spills
kill Sea Otters in two ways. The black substance saturates their fur, eliminating the insulating air that keeps
them
Sea Otter Facts
12 Article 104. Retention or loss of the nationality of a pirate ship or aircraft ..... 58 Article 105. Seizure of a
pirate ship or
United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea
For Mariners. Detailed JMH chart image is available. B&W JMH chart image (PDF); Color JMH chart image
(PDF); Notes. Significant Wave Height (SWH; The average height of the highest one-third of waves) is shown
in the chart.
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